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Golden GARDEN 

A tribute to the Metis lilly becomes an art sign on the green emerald grass of 
the Reford Gardens: the evolution of a gold-yellow lilly shaped form opens to 
the sky and attracts visitors to experiment the texture of a fantastic small 
pebbles pool where is possible to walk, crawl and play.
The choice of corn seeds is a metaphore to manifest the preciousness of 
nature's growth enphasized in the phases of trasformation corresponding to 
the three main different shapes.        

This project is developped on a 200sqm. surface of grass turf where the 
footprint of a gigantic lilly - inspired by the Metis flag - is carved in to the soil 
and filled with corn; a fence of gold-yellow painted wood poles discloses 
through selected passages the accesses inviting each guest at theyr special 
entrance!
Each access is highlined by a round edge wood panel where is engraved  a 
different title: toddler, baby, kid...  
In order to welcome each guest properly the lilly is declined in three different 
shapes: from a very abstract shape to a more refined and completed one.
The more abstracted footprint is the toddler space where is possible to  crawl 
and to roll together with 12 colored balloons.
A more refined shape is taylored for walking babies that can play and circulate 
between selected aromatic species: basil, sage, rosemary and mint are planted 
in grouped spots in order to invite and stimulate the sense of smell.
A third shape reaches a completed lilly footprint with some petal kind shaped 
spots where are planted annual flower species (myosotis, pansies, ) together 
with  lavender bushes in order to attract butterflies, ladybugs and cricket and 
introduce the kids in to the world of flowering plants and insects.                         

Gold links to the precious value of something to protect and save, so far the 
GOLDEN GARDEN is guarded by a "gold-yellow" fence that rises from the earth 
to different heights following the sky.line of oversized grass leaves
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project

aromatic species : basil, rosemary, sage, mint                  

plants and materials

flowering plant : myosotis, pansies, lavender                
gold-yellow painted wood poles
corn seeds
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TEAM 
- paolo emilio cassandro, architect
via g.b. niccolini 3e - 50121 -  
florence - italy 
tel. +393491339678
e-mail pcassandro@gmail.com
http://cassandro.webs.com 

PROFILE 

2004-present: Board of Architects, 
Planners, Landscapers and Restorers of 
Florence - Italy (n.6332) 
EDUCATION :
University of Florence, Faculty of 
Architecture, Florence, Italy (1995-2001)
Master degree in Architecture, 
specialization: Environmental 
Architecture, 110/110
thesis:"the environmental impact of the 
second tramway line (2) on the ex-Fiat 
industrial zone - Florence - Italy  
 PREOFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE : 
2008 -present : teaching ECO-DESIGN and 
INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE at   
FLORENCE DESIGN ACADEMY - Florence - 
Italy
2003 - Fondazione Michelucci - Florence - 
Italy, Civil Service - Intern Archiving of  
designs and photographs of Architect 
Giovanni Michelucci    
2002 - present : collaboration with Studio 
Simone Micheli - Florence - Italy
1975 - Borns in Florence - Italy

- golden garden contributes to a 
new attention of the garden space 
for babies and theyr family, 
considers the use of natural 
materials a priority together with a 
great selection of few plants, 
leaves most of the green space 
free, easy to cross and attractive 
with colors of corn seed and 
annual flower species  



these are 3 examples of my recent realized 
garden projects installation that i have 
created and assembled with patient care and 
enduring passion 


